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Abstract 
In order to improve the performance of machine learning in big data, online multiple kernel 
learning algorithms are proposed in this paper. First, a supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm 
for big data (SOMK_bd) is proposed to reduce the computational workload during kernel modification. In 
SOMK_bd, the traditional kernel learning algorithm is improved and kernel integration is only carried out in 
the constructed kernel subset. Next, an unsupervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data 
(UOMK_bd) is proposed. In UOMK_bd, the traditional kernel learning algorithm is improved to adapt to the 
online environment and data replacement strategy is used to modify the kernel function in unsupervised 
manner. Then, a semi-supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data (SSOMK_bd) is 
proposed. Based on incremental learning, SSOMK_bd makes full use of the abundant information of large 
scale incomplete labeled data, and uses SOMK_bd and UOMK_bd to update the current reading data. 
Finally, experiments are conducted on UCI data set and the results show that the proposed algorithms are 
effective. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, with the rapid development of the Internet, cloud computing, Internet of 
things, social media and other information technology, data from all walks of life are showing an 
explosive growth trend [1]. We have entered the era of big data, which has become an 
important strategic resource of the country, the management and analysis of big data has 
become a hot topic of academic and industrial attention [2, 3]. 
The purpose of data collection, data storage, data transmission and data management 
is to use big data effectively, where machine learning technology is essential [4, 5]. In recent 
years, machine learning in big data being one of the hotspots has attracted extensive attention, 
and new achievements are emerging [7, 8]. For example, Kleiner et al., [9] put forward a new 
data sampling method of BLB based Bagging  learning thought, to solve the bottleneck 
problems of calculation in big data Bootstrap; Gonzalez et al., [10] presented  distributed 
machine learning framework graph to realize the large-scale machine learning; Gao et al., [11] 
proposed the idea of "one pass learning" learning, trying to only scan again the data using 
constant storage to store intermediate results, which achieved good results in AUC optimization 
such a complex learning task. 
However, there are still many problems to be solved in machine learning for big data 
due to it’s complexity [6, 7]. From the view of the algorithm, it mainly exists the following 
problems in machine learning and the analysis of big data mining. Because of the huge data 
size, it is not within the acceptable time to get results. So putting forward a new machine 
learning algorithm to meet the demand of high data processing and large data is one of the hot 
research points in machine learning [3, 7].  
On this issue, the researchers generally solve the problem of big data machine learning 
through two methods. A method is to modify existing machine learning algorithm and transform 
it to be concurrent\parallel computing version[6,10]; the other method is to design a online 
learning version of  existing machine learning and data mining algorithm [6, 7]. 
Because the online learning doesn't need to store samples of early data, or only needs 
to save the early data from a sample of a sufficient statistic, it is very suitable for big data 
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analysis application scenarios. For very large data sets, online learning gets data in a sequential 
manner and synchronous update learning; for high speed data streams, online learning can be 
carried out while data is inputting. And the learning model can reflect a recent period of time 
input data rule and make effective prediction [12, 13]. In recent years, some researchers put 
online learning into the field of machine learning and produced better benefits. For example, 
Shalev-Shwartz S [14] proposed gradient ascent (descent) method based on the idea of online 
learning to implement a large-scale model of fast learning; Yang [15] proposed an incremental 
optimization fast decision tree algorithm for data with noise. Compared with the traditional big 
data mining decision tree algorithm, the main advantage of this algorithm was with real-time 
mining capabilities, which could store the complete data for training decision model when the 
mobile data stream was infinite. 
As a kind of important online learning method, online multiple kernel learning has been 
widely used in different application fields [16-19]. However, due to the indirect influence of 
kernel learning problem on target analysis, online multiple kernel learning has not been fully 
researched in the field of big data analysis and mining [7]. 
In order to improve the performance of machine learning in big data environment, semi-
supervised learning and online multiple kernel learning are introduced into the field of big data 
machine learning in this paper. First，a supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for 
big data (SOMK_bd) is proposed  to reduce the computational workload during online learning 
kernel modification. Next, an unsupervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm (UOMK_bd) 
is proposed to adapt  to the online learning environment. Then, an semi-supervised online 
multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data (SSOMK_bd) is proposed. Based on the online 
learning framework of incremental learning, SSOMK_bd makes full use of the abundant 
information of large scale labeled and unlabeled data, and uses the SOMK_bd algorithm and 
UOMK_bd algorithm to update the current reading data separately. Finally, experiments are 
conducted on the benchmark UCI data set to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: the  part I is the introduction; the part II 
introduces the  proposed algorithms: SOMK_bd, UOMK_bd and SSOMK_bd; the part III is the 
experiment and analysis; the part IV is the conclusion; the part V is the acknowledgements. 
 
 
2. Proposed Algorithms 
In this paper, we propose three kinds of algorithms in big data environment, there are 
supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data (SOMK_bd), unsupervised 
online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data (UOMK_bd) and semi-supervised online 
multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data (SSOMK_bd). The three algorithms are described 
in the following part of the paper. 
 
2.1. Supervised Online Multiple Kernel Learning Algorithm for Big Data (SOMK_bd) 
The main purpose of multiple kernel learning is to study kernel function with parametric 
or semi-parametric directly from the training data, which contain the information reflecting the 
data distribution. We take it as given a set of training data DL= { ( xi，yi)|i = 1， ， ， ，2 … n} where 
xi is feature set, yi∈－ ， ，{ 1 +1} is the class label  Km= {kj(·， Ｒ， ， ， ，·) : X × X→ j = 1 2 … m} is 
given a set containing m basic kernel functions，u = { u1，u2，…um, ∑ui= 1} is a set of non 
negative weights，minimizing the classification error of the kernel learning machine on the test 
set. Because of non negative weights, convex combination kernel function is still a valid kernel 
function. The problem can be formalized as the formula(1):   
                                                             
2
i i1
min (f(x ), y )
k k
n
f H H i
f C l                                                                               (1) 
 
For the formula (1), it is difficult to directly compute the optimal value ,even it is basically 
impossible within acceptable time to find the optimal solution, especially under the big data 
environment . 
In general, online multiple kernel learning will transform the optimization problem of 
formula (1) into the following problem: first, find out the optimal function fi of each kernel Ki in 
their respective Hilbert space Hki ; then, look for a set of weights ui, which makes the fi to be the 
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best combination, and update weights ui and fi synchronously in the process of searching for the 
optimal value.  
When the combination of kernel function is linear, the online multiple kernel learning 
problem can be solved by the following three steps: in the first step, train a classifier fi using the 
basis of the training set for each kernel function. The second step is to perform online learning. 
After reading a training sample, different strategies are adopted to modify the kernel weight and 
the classifier according to different prediction results. In the third step, iterative until it meets 
certain condition, the optimal kernel function is a weighted combination of each kernel function 
with the optimal weight. During the second step and the third step, kernel weights and 
classifiers’ updating strategy is as follows: first read a training sample, then determine whether 
the prediction of the sample is correct. If correct, do not perform any updating action; if not, 
update the corresponding kernel weight and classifier. 
However, there is a particularly large number of kernel functions in the process of online 
multiple kernel learning. When each sample is input, all kernel function are used to predict and 
weight; once the forecast is not consistent with the correct label, the weight of all kernel 
functions are needed to change and modify. This will be a waste of computing resources, 
especially in big data environment, its efficiency is very low. 
In order to improve the operating efficiency of online multiple kernel learning under the 
environment of big data and reduce its computational resource during modifying weight and 
classifier, we improve the traditional online multiple kernel learning algorithm , and put forward a 
supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big data which is named as SOMK_bd. 
In the integration process of online multiple kernel learning, SOMK_bd uses Bernoulli 
sampling to do a random sampling. Only the sample whose selection probability is 1 is selected 
to be constructed as a subset of kernel function and only the one in the subset is to carry out 
function prediction, weighted combination, kernel weight and classifier updating, reducing kernel 
calculation workload. 
 
Algorithm 1. The Algorithm Description of SOMK_bd 
Input: 
 – kernel function set：  Km= { k1，k2， ，… km} 
 – The t-th labeled sample： （ xt ,yt）  
 – Initialized classifier：  F = { f1(t)， f2(t)， ，… fm(t)} 
 – Weight：  ui(t)=1 , i=1,...,m 
 – Discount factor： ∈β (0,1) 
 – Smoothing parameter： ∈δ (0,1) 
Output： kernel weight ui(t+1) and classifier fi (t+1), i=1,...,m 
Procedure：  
1） qi(t)=ui(t)/[max1≤j≤muj(t)], i=1,...,m        
    /*Kernel weight probability qi(t)*/ 
2） pi(t)=(1−δ)qi(t)+δ/m, i=1,...,m       
    /*Kernel selection probability pi(t)*/ 
3）  for i=1,2,...,m do 
4）    Sample si(t)=Bernoulli_Sampling(pi)  
 /*si(t)=1 represents i-th kernel is selected, the one where si(t)=1construct a 
subset*/ 
5）  end for 
6）  * 1( ) ( ( t ) ( t ) si gn( ( t ) ) )m i i iiy t si gn s q f  
 /*Weighting in the subset and predict the label of xt*/ 
7）  for i=1,2,...,m do 
8）     if y*(t)=yt then    /*correct, not update*/ 
9）        zi(t)=0 
10）   else             /*not correct, upade*/ 
11）      zi(t)=1    
12）   end if 
13）   Update ui(t+1)=ui(t)βzi (t)mi(t)                  
         /*weight updating where zi(t)=1 and mi (t)=1*/ 
14）  Update fi(t+1)= fi(t) + zi (t) mi(t) yt ki(xt ,•)   
     /*classifer updating where zi(t)=1 and mi (t)=1*/ 
15） end for 
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The detailed procedure of the algorithm SOMK_bd is shown in Algorithm 1. For the 
input labeled samples (xt ,yt), in step 1)  the weighted probability qi(t) is calculated; in step 2) the 
i-th  kernel selection probability pi (t) is calculated. Here, pi(t) adds the smoothing parameter δ to 
ensure that each kernel is selected with the probability of δ/m, and avoid that the probability pi(t) 
is concentrated on a few kernel function; By step 4) Bernoulli sampling is carried out and the 
probability si(t) is calculated. The one where si (t) = 1 represents that the i-th kernel is selected 
when the t-th sample is input. Then, the all kernel function selected by Bernoulli sampling(si (t) = 
1) constitute a subset; In the step 6), the kernel is weighted in the subset and the predicted label 
of X is calculated; Step 13) and step 14) is the updating procedure of the kernel weight and 
kernel classifier. Here, the updating only focus on the subset of online multiple kernel learning, 
where si(t)=1; That is to say that we only update the kernel weight and classifier where zi(t)=1 
and mi(t)=1 in SOMK_bd algorithm. 
 
2.2.  Unsupervised Online Multiple Kernel Learning Algorithm for Big Data (UOMK_bd) 
Traditional kernel learning method based on data dependence is a commonly  
unsupervised kernel learning method, only considering the density of data distribution. In 
essence, it is to modify the kernel function in the training set. It can modify any existing kernel 
function based on the observed data samples , the essence is to modify the inner product on 
the Hilbert space induced by the kernel function. In general, the kernel function is modified by 
the formula (2), which makes the distribution of the D in the data set.      
       
    1( a, b) ( a, b) ( I )T
D a D b
K k k MK MK                                                                         (2)  
 
Where D={x1,x2,…,xn}; K is kernel function，kxi=(k(xi,x1),k(xi,x2),…, k(xi,xn))), K represents the 
Gram matrix of k about D； a and b are 2 training samples; Wij=RBF(xi,xj), Where xi and xj are 
the elements on the D , represents a symmetric distance matrix. 
The calculation of formula (2) needs to be in the off-line batch, and the computational 
time complexity is high. At the same time, the kernel function’s updating of a and b need to 
compute Ka and Kb in the data samples. For large data streams, M and KD is in changing, and 
not easy to calculate. In addition, direct calculating the whole data set M and KD is not realistic 
in computing resources. 
In order to make the data depend on kernel learning method suitable for online kernel 
modification in big data environment. We provide an unsupervised online multiple kernel 
learning algorithm for big data, which is named as UOMK_bd. 
 
 
Algorithm 2. The Algorithm Description of UOMK_bd 
Input：  
 –D={x1,x2,…,xn} 
 –Current input sample： xt 
 –Gram matrix and distance matrix：  K, M 
Output： Updated kernel matrix: K 
procedure：  
 1） Initialization Kx0 
 2） Kxi=(k(xi,x1),k(xi,x2),…, k(xi,xn))) 
 3） for j=1,…,N do 
 4）    K2=K(j, •) 
 5）       11 1 2( I )t TxK k k MK MK  
 6） end for 
 7） Using Kxt to update matrix K in the last row and the last column 
     /*FIFO displacement*/ 
 8)  return K 
 
 
The algorithm description of UOMK_bd is shown in Algorithm 2. UOMK_bd focuses on 
the online updating of M and KD. In order to facilitate the calculation of M and KD, the size of the 
M and KD are restricted to be fixed N*N. In order to make full use of information of all of the data 
samples to perform kernel learning, the sample data replacement strategy in D is designed to 
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ensure that the other samples can become the element of D. Because the data generation rules 
of big data may change with the change of time, we learn from the operating system “first in first 
out” (FIFO) page replacement policy to replace the data samples in D. Here, the timeliness of 
data is considered. 
 In UOMK_bd, it maintains a working set of M which can be used as a cache to reflect 
data distribution in a period time. The working set limiting strategy has a certain locality, but it is 
compromised under the limited computation and memory resources. In the realization of FIFO 
strategy, new entrants to the sample are put at the downward and the right column in matrix M, 
and the elements of the first row and first column are removed.  
 
2.3. Semi-supervised Online Multiple Kernel Learning Algorithm for Big Data 
(SSOMK_bd) 
Under the environment of big data, labeled data loss is very common and the big data 
set is a mixed data set including labeled data and unlabeled data. If you only used labeled data 
to learn by a supervised learning method, then a supervised learning model does not have good 
generalization ability and it can cause large waste of unlabeled data; If you only use a large 
amount of unlabeled data with implied information to learn by unsupervised learning method, 
the unsupervised learning will ignore the value of labeled data. Semi-supervised learning is a 
new machine learning method between the traditional supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning, its purpose is to make full use of a large number of unlabeled samples to make up for 
the lack of labeled samples and  improve the learning performance effectively. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Semi-supervised Classification Flow Chart 
 
 
Algorithm 3.  The Algorithm  Description of SSOMK_bd 
Input：
 –D={x1,x2,…,xn} 
 –Sample： （ xt ,yt）  
Output： Updated kernel matrix K 
Procedure：  
1)  Initialization K 
2)  Learn K from D0 
3)  for each (xt,yt) in D 
4)     if  yt is not NULL then 
5)           call SOMK_bd to carry out updating 
6）    else 
7）         call UOMK_bd to carry out updating 
8）    end if 
9） end for 
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Here, we proposed a semi-supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm for big 
data which is named as SSOMK_bd, making full use of sample  labeling information and 
unlabeled samples with implicit information to generate effective kernel functions and effective 
classifier. Specifically, when reading a sample, online learning method is based on the 
incremental learning to perform. First it determines whether the sample is marked. If marked, 
SSOMK_bd uses supervised online multiple kernel learning algorithm SOMK_bd presented 
above in part 2.1 to carry out kernel modification; otherwise, it uses the on-line unsupervised 
multiple kernel learning algorithm UOMK_bd presented above in part 2.2 to carry out kernel 
modifications. Iterative until they meet certain condition. Finally it generates the optimal kernel 
function to form a classifier and  the test is carried out on the test data.  
Among them, online multiple kernel learning and semi-supervised classification 
algorithm are shown in Figure 1, upper part within the dashed box represents online multiple 
kernel learning and the following part within the dashed box represents semi-supervised 
classification process. At the end of the online multiple kernel learning, it generates an optimal 
kernel function for semi-supervised classification to construct the classifier. 
The description of algorithm SSOMK_bd is shown in Algorithm 3, where the kernel 
function is updated in step 5) and 7). 
 
 
3.  Experiment and Analysis 
The experiments are carried out on UCI data sets and the proposed algorithms in the 
paper are compared with the existing online multiple kernel learning algorithm  and batch 
processing of multiple kernel learning algorithm to make the effectiveness assessment. 
In the experiment, SVM is used as a kernel function. RBF kernel and polynomial kernel 
, whose parameters are selected randomly, are used to construct kernel function [23, 24]. And 
0-1 loss function is used to evaluate the error rate.  
In order to cancel the orders of magnitude difference between the dimensions of data 
and avoid large prediction error caused by differences in input and output, data normalization 
function is used here. As shown in formula (3), the input feature value is normalized to [-1, 1] by 
data normalization function. 
 
  mi n k max( ) / ( x x )k kx x x                                                                           (3) 
 
Where xmin  represents the minimum value in data sequence, xmax represents the maximum 
value in data sequence. 
 
 
Table 1.  The Dateset1 of Experiment 
Index Dataset Size Dimensions 
D1 Breast 683 9 
D2 Splice 1000 60 
D3 Dorothea 1150 100000 
D4 Spambase 4601 57 
D5 Mushrooms 8124 112 
    
 
Table 2.  The Dateset2 of Experiment 
Index Dataset Size Dimensions 
D6 Forest CoverType 581012 54 
D7 Poker-Hand 107 11 
D8 Localization Data for Person Activity 164860 8 
 
 
Such as Table 1 and Table 2, 8 kinds of UCI data sets are used in the experiment. 
Table 1 is used to verify the validity of the SOMK_bd algorithm and Table 2 is used to verify the 
validity of the SSOMK_bd algorithm. 
For the sample selected in Table 2, the proportion of the training set and the test set is 
set to 1:1. The training set divided into labeled and unlabeled samples. Three types of semi-
supervised classification experimental data sets are constructed according to the proportion of 
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labeled samples to the number of training set samples. In first class, there are labeled samples 
accounted for 5% of the samples in the training set; in the second class, there are labeled 
samples accounted for 10% of the samples in the training set; in the third class, there are 
labeled samples accounted for 15% of the samples in the training set. We calculate the total 
classification rate by calculating the average of the 3 kinds of classification rates.  
At the same time, the data in Table 2 is divided into 30 parts, which are to put in 4 files 
separately, and the data in the sequential read file is trained and tested on the online multiple 
kernel learning. All these data are used to evaluate the relationship between the data set size 
and the CPU processing time. 
 
 
Table 3. The Experiment Result  
 OM-2 SOMK_bd 
mistake(%) time(s) mistake(%) time(s) 
D1 34.30±2.80 0.270±0.015 24.25±3.10 0.245±0.013 
D2 30.80±1.41 0.420±0.005 25.56±1.21 0.380±0.020 
D3 10.70±0.72 0.435±0.013 8.20±0.52 0.426±0.041 
D4 58.16±1.50 5.184±0.239 23.30±1.10 3.30±0.68 
D5 0.37±0.03 8.691±0.070 0.34±0.02 2.560±0.02 
 
 
Table 4.  The Correct Classification Rate Comparison (%) 
 Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 SSOMK_bd 
D6 72.5±1.80 74.25±2.10 77.0±2.43 
D7 78.7±2.01 78.18±1.15 81.70±1.37 
D8 61.02±0.24 67.55±1.33 75.46±1.65 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  CPU Run Time Comparision 
 
 
The first experiment is carried out to compare the proposed SOMK_bd with existing 
online multiple kernel learning algorithm om-2 [20] to verify its effectiveness in reducing the 
computational workload during kernel modification. As shown in Table 3, the experiment results 
show that SOMK_bd has effectiveness to reduce kernel scale, mainly in shortening the learning 
time and reducing the error rate. The reason is that SOMK_bd reduces calculation workload 
during kernel modification and selects some representative kernel to update. 
The second experiment is  carried out to compare the proposed semi-supervised online 
multiple kernel learning algorithm SSOMK_bd with the existing supervised online multiple kernel 
learning algorithm1 [21] and algorithm2 [22] to verify its  effectiveness in improving the correct 
classification. As shown in Table 4, we can know that the proposed  SSOMK_bd has higher 
correct classification rate than the existing algorithm1 [21] and algorithm2 [22]. Especially, 
SSOMK_bd is effective in dealing with large scale incomplete labeled data. The reason is that 
SSOMK_bd makes full use of the tag information of labeled samples and abundant information 
of unlabeled samples to train effective classifier, which can improve the performance of 
learning. 
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The data in Table 2 was divided into 30 parts to evaluate the relationship between the 
data set size and the CPU processing time. As shown in Figure 2, we can see SSOMK_bd has 
a good linear relationship between the growth rate of the running time and data set size. The 
experiment result indicates that SSOMK_bd is with good scalability and could be used in more 
regulations data analysis and application. The reason is that SSOMK_bd uses incremental 
learning framework to improve the classification performance and it is effective in the big data 
environment. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, the online multiple kernel learning algorithm under big data environment is 
studied deeply, and the semi-supervised learning is introduced into the field of big data machine 
learning. The traditional kernel learning algorithms is improved to reduce the computational 
workload during kernel modification. The incremental learning framework is used to improve the 
classification performance in big data environment. Based on the current reading of large data 
fragments in an online way, the algorithm makes full use of the rich information of labeled data 
and unlabeled data to achieve kernel updating and construct efficient kernel function. The 
experiment is conducted on the benchmark UCI large data set, the results show that the 
proposed algorithms are effective in shortening the learning time and reducing the error rate. 
Also the proposed algorithms could be used in big data analysis and application. 
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